PUERTO DESEADO PATAGONIA BIRD WATCHING
TOUR
Patagonia Bird Watching Tour - Tour Extension
4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS
The Puerto Deseado region is a must-see destination for nature & wildlife enthusiasts looking to see penguins,
marine life, and various bird species in Patagonia. This 3-day Patagonia bird-watching tour includes stopovers
at the Jaramillo Petrified Woods and the Cabo Blanco penguin rookery, where you're sure to see some
penguins waddling along the rocks & beach.
Note: This is a tour extension, combine this tour with one of our full package tours.

THIS TOUR INCLUDES:
FROM

GET CUSTOM
PRICING
per person

All hotels
All transfers & entrance fees
All breakfasts in hotels
All English-speaking tour guides

HIGHLIGHTS
Jaramillo Petrified Woods
Río Deseado
Cabo Blanco penguin rookery

Not Included:
Airfare within Argentina
Personal expenses and tips
Meals not mentioned in itinerary

ITINERARY
Day 1
ARRIVE IN PUERTO DESEADO, PETRIFIED
WOODS TOUR & DINNER
Enjoy a welcome reception at Comodoro Rivadavia airport and
be escorted by your guide to Puerto Deseado. Make a stop at
the Jaramillo Petrified Woods on the way. Fossilized by the effect
of volcanic eruptions millions of years ago these woods now rest
as rock statues and show evidence of the effects of volcanic
dust. Amazingly, the terrain was once a palm-covered landscape
instead of the bleak, barren plateau that it is today. Check into
your hotel in Puerto Deseado and relax for the rest of the
evening.

Day 2
FULL-DAY PUERTO DESEADO
BIRDWATCHING TOUR
Set aside the entire day to visit Ría Deseado, an arresting
geographical landscape created by the inlet and the altered
course of the river spanning hundreds of years. Once covered by
the sea, the area is renowned for its unique wildlife and
geological features. The only region where five different species
of cormorants co-exist, see them feeding, nesting or flying high
above the terrain. From October to April, the star of the inlet is
undoubtedly the striking Magellanic penguin. Explore the
rookeries on Quiroga Island, Punta del Paso Key, Birds Island
and Chaffers Island for the chance to see them in their natural
habitat. Don’t miss seeing Rockhopper penguins who are also
endemic to the area. After feasting your eyes on the natural
wonders in the great outdoors, return to the hotel in the evening.

Day 3
CABO BLANCO NATURAL RESERVE
Discover the beauty of Cabo Blanco Natural Reserve, a
magnificent rock formation that constitutes the main sea lion
rookery. Take pleasure in watching the playful antics and daily
life of the droves of sea lions, penguins and other marine wildlife
before returning to Puerto Deseado. Return to your hotel in the
evening and unwind after a gentle day of sightseeing.

Day 4
DEPARTURE
It’s time to say farewell to the Puerto Deseado and transfer to
Comodoro Rivadavia Airport for a flight to your next destination.
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